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Introduction
Let n = 2"' for m a positive even integer. For each vector x in Qn = { 1, -l)", let 3 = (1 /fi)H,vx, where is thp Wallsh-Hadamard matrix of order n and @ is the Kronecker (or tensor) product. We are: interested in generating vectors x in Qn for which R is also in Qn. Such vectors x are known as bent vectors or bent sequences.'
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I Note that a bent sequence in (0, l}" is the sequence of outputs of a bent Booiean function when the inputs are applied in lexicographic order. For the purposes of this paper we map the set of Boolean function outputs {0, 1) to the set ( + 1, -I} so that bent sequences are elements of Qn. and B,={lll-1, 11-11, l-111, -1111, -1-1-11, -1-11-1, -11-1-1, 1-1-1-l).TheremainingvectorsinQqarelinear:Lq={ll11, 11-l-1, l-11-1, l-l -11, -111-1, -11-11, -1-l 11, -1-l -1-l).
The set L, is easy to construct for any n (L, consists of the rows of &I and their complements, so that IL?1 = 2m+1 = 2n), however, the construction and cardinality of B, are unknown in general.
Background information on bent functions and sequences regarding length, weight, specific constructions, applications, and generalizations to larger fields can cle found in ~8,2,11,7,10,5,12,3,4,6,1,13,9].
Generating and counting bent sequences
We define two general classes of bent sequences:
(i) bent-based bent sequences, (ii) linear-based bent sequences. A bent sequence x or order n =2" is bent-based if it is a concatenation of 2m-2 bent subsequences of order 4; that is, X* = (UT ~5 l ** U&-Z) where Ui = (ZQ, UizUi,Ui4) r~ B4 for each i. x is linear-based if it is a concatenation of 2m-2 linear subsequences of order 4; that is, xT=@y$ .*. o$-2) where Oi = (Di, DizDij UiJ) E LA for each i.
Conjecture. Every bent sequence is either bent-based or linear-based.
This conjecture holds for bent sequences in B4 and B16. We now present simple algorithms which show that such sequences exist and are easy to generate.
Bent-based bent sequences
Theorem. Let x1, x2, x3, x4 be in B,, and !et z be the concatenation of the transforms of these sequences; that is, zT = ($C~@~) in Q4,,. The sequence z is in Bdn if and only if +(x1 + x2 + x3 + x4) is in Q,, .
Proof. We write z as an n x 4 matrix: Z= (_flZ2_f3&).
It is easy to check that
where X=(x&x&). Now, 2 E B4n iff 2 = 3XH2 E Q4,,. But XE Q4n since the columns x+ B,,. The ith row of 2, &, eQ4 iff the ith row of X E B4; that is, iff (xl, + x2i + x3i +x4,) = +2, for all i. Therefore, 2~ Q4n iff +(x1 +x2 +x3 +x4) E
Qn-•I
The method for creating bent-based bent sequences (BBBS's) should now be clear. To generate a BBBS ZE B4n, choose four BBBS's x1, x2, x3, x4 E B,, such that +(x1 +x2 +x3 +x4) E Q, and form z* = (?~@~9~).
The number of BBBS's in B4,, can now be trivially lower-bounded in terms of the number of BBBS's in B, since +(x1 +x1 +x1 -x1) E Qn, for all x1, and +(x1 +x1 +x2 -x2) E Q,, for all x1, x2 where x2 f +x1. Note that there are four possible orderings of (fT$$ -9:) and six possible orderings of (Z~$Z~-9~). (1)
Linear-based bent sequences
Yarlagadda and Hershey have pointed out [13] that if H,, I is a Hadamard matrix of order n so that H, = (h, h2 l *. h2"+, where the hi are the columns of H,, then the vector x* = (h: hl l .= h&) (i.e., the vector formed by concatenating the columns) is a bent sequence of order nL. This is because R=XE Q,+ We note that any sequence constructed in this way is a linear-based bent sequence (LBBS), since the coiumns of the Hadamard matrix H2 are in L4 and the columns of H,,, for m >2 are composed of columns from H, _ 1. We note further that Y = H,,,DP is bent (see also [5] ) and hence is also an LBBS, where D is a diagonal matrix with +I on the diagonal and P is a permutation matrix. This is because Y= DPH,,,. Thus Y is a Hadamard matrix with rows permuted by P and complemented by the -1 entries in D, implying that YE Qn2 and therefore that Y = H,,,DP is bent. However, Y is simply a Hadamard matrix with the columns permuted and complemented, so the columns of Y remain linear and concatenating these columns yields a bent sequence which is linear-based.
Counting the LBBS's of a given order is a trivial matter: for matrices of size n x n, there are 2" possible D matrices (two choices for each diagonal element) and n! possible P matrices. All of these will lead to unique I BBS's, so we have # LBBS's in B,+=2"xn!.
Conclusions
We have defined two classes of bent sequences, bent-based bent sequences (BBBS's) and linear-based bent sequences (LBBS's), and have extended previous work by Yarlagadda and Hershey to give explicit algorithms for constructing sequences in these classes. We have conjectured that every bent sequence belongs to one of these two classes. Our construction of elements of the set f3, leads to a conjecture for a lower bound on the cardinality of this set. We note that for bent sequences in B16, the algorithms yield 512 BBBS's and 384 LBBS's, or 896 bent sequences in total; exhaustive search of ali elements of Qla has shown that this is a complete list. For sequences in Be4 we calculate 37,879,808 BBBS's and 10,321,920 LBBS's, or 48,201,728 bent sequences in total. Although an exhaustive search through all elements of Qe4 is computationally infeasible, it would be interesting to find out whether this is again a complete enumeration.
We list as an open research problem the search for a good method for calculating w in equation (1). Using the weight of a bent sequence and the requirement that +(x1 +x2 +x3 +x4) E Qn, we see that w is upper-bounded by 2 x (p"(2); in fact, for x+ & (& = 8) this bound is exact. We conjecture that w may be lower-bounded by 2 x (';/') = (&/2)(P,/2 -1) for fin> 8 but this is unproven.
